ANAGRAM

Opandl
Inladnf
Ivnlous
Wseedn
Dora
Atrwa
Dgyina
Mnenei
Szepaszu
Wwrasa
Bonus!
Utnrcacekr
ANAGRAM ANSWERS

Opandl - Poland
Inladnf – finland
Ivnious-vilnous
Wseedn-sweden
Dora- Odra
Atrwa-warta
Dgyina-gdynia
Mnenei-niemen
Szepaszu - Szeszupa
Wwrasa-warsaw
Utncacekr – nutcracker
CROSSWORD

• What is name of Polish anthem?
• What is capital city of Sweden?
• How many countries are around the Baltic Sea?
• What is the origin of Baltic Sea name?
• How many people live in Russia?
• How many colours are on the flag of Germany?
• Is Spain near the Baltic sea?
• What language do they speak in Norway?
• What’s the name of Finnish president?
• What is value in Norway?

1. [__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__]
2. [__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__]
3. [__]
4. 
5. 
6. [__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__]
7. [__][__]
8. [__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__]
9. [__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__]
10. [__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__][__]
QUIZ

1. What is monetary individual in Denmark?
   A. dollars
   B. crown
   C. euro

2. What is the number of population in Sweden?
   A. 11.7 millions
   B. 8.2 millions
   C. 9.3 millions

3. How is the length of coast in Lithuania?
   A. 99 kilometres
   B. 73 kilometres
   C. 107 kilometres

4. What is the surface of Norway?
   A. 449 964 kilometres\(^2\)
   B. 265 200 kilometres\(^2\)
   C. 324 220 kilometres\(^2\)

5. What was the second capital city of Poland?
   A. Cracow.
   B. Lublin.
   C. Warsaw.

6. What is the official language in Estonia?
   A. Estonian
   B. Russian
   C. Swedish

7. What languages used in Latvia?
A. Russian and Latvian
B. Latvian and Lithuanian
C. Russian and Lithuanian

8. What is the flag of Germany?
   A. black
      yellow
      red
   B. black yellow red
   C. black
      red
      yellow

9. What is the largest family attraction in Finland?
   A. Suomanlinna
   B. Turunlinna
   C. Muumimaailma